
STEWARD'S REPORT

Geelong
Tuesday, 17 Jul 2018

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: S.Bettess

Stewards: P. Searle,L. Fahry & G. Bromley

Judges: R. Drew & N. Hutchinson

Lure Drivers: T. Adamson

Starter: J. Nicholls

Kennel Supervisor: J. Nuredini

Kennel Attendants: J. Haigh & E. Tansing

Veterinarian: Dr S. Suharju

Race 1
COME & JOIN BINGO HERE THURS

(300+ RANK)
3:29 pm
400m

Maiden

Racing was suspended at 3:02PM due to extreme weather conditions on course. This race time was
amended to begin at 3:29 pm and all subsequent races were put back one race. Race 12 starting time was
amended to 6:55PM

Ninetymile Donny and Limburg Sprite were slow to begin.

Chill Out Jess checked off Ninetymile Donny approaching the first turn. Nettie's Flame checked off Sandy
Flash approaching the first turn. My Boy Roman and Sandy Flash collided on the first turn. Howie's Soxx
and Chill Out Jess collided on the first turn. Ninetymile Donny checked off My Boy Roman approaching the
home turn.

Howie's Soxx was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained no apparent
injury.

Chill Out Jess was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained no apparent
injury.

A sample was taken from Please Stand Up, the winner of the event.

There was a discrepancy on the semaphore board which displayed a win time of 23.16 in comparison to
the judges' system which recorded a win time of 22.87. The judges subsequently hand-timed the event
against the official race film and amended the time accordingly to 22.87.

Race 2
BURNS ARCHER REALTY (300+

RANK)
3:44 pm
460m

Maiden

The start time for this event was amended to commence at 3.44pm

A pre-race sample was taken from Blondy Two.

Cullquin Bronn and Laile Brobio were slow to begin.

Speckie McKean and Blondy Two collided soon after the start. Hard Man Chapta and Hope To Wyn
collided approaching the first turn. Blondy Two checked off Smart Sailor on the first turn, severely checking
Smart Sailor, Blondy Two and Cullquin Bronn. Smart Sailor checked off Cullquin Bronn approaching the
home turn.

Smart Sailor was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a laceration to
the left hind foot. A 14-day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Speckie McKean, the winner of the event.

Race 3
TTS ELECTRICS (300+ RANK)

4:04 pm
400m

Grade 7

Chapta Lee was a late scratching at 2:42PM on the advice of the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon due to a right
sartorius (pencil) muscle injury. A seven-day stand down period was imposed.

The start time for this event was amended to commence at 4.04pm.

A pre-race sample was taken from Mia Maestro.

Murrabit Benny was slow to begin.

Setting Moon and Sonny Micawber collided soon after the start. Setting Moon checked off Sonny Micawber
approaching the first turn. Lady Bystander, which led approaching the first turn, faltered, in turn severely
checking Mia Maestro and Murrabit Benny as it ran back through the field; Lady Bystander subsequently
tailed off and took no competitive part in the event. Murrabit Benny and Setting Moon collided on the first
turn. Sonny Micawber checked off Wackadooka on the first turn. Murrabit benny and Setting Moon collided
approaching the home turn. Setting Moon raced wide on the home turn. Montana Fernando checked off
Sonny Micawber entering the home straight.

Lady Bystander was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injury to
the right long head triceps (monkey) muscle. A 28-day stand down period was imposed.

Race 4 The race start time for this event was amended to commence at 4:30PM.



BECKLEY CLUB FUNDRAISING (300+
RANK)
4:30 pm
460m

Grade 7

Keisha's Boy was slow to begin.

Treble Clef and Avatar Witch collided several times approaching the first turn and again on the first turn, in
turn severely checking Avatar Witch, Fairly Legal and Keisha's Boy. Treble Clef and Avatar Witch collided
on the home turn. Avatar Witch checked off Treble Clef entering the home straight.

Race 5
NARDI PRODUCE (300+ RANK)

4:50 pm
460m

Grade 6

Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 4:50PM.

A pre-race sample was taken from Sugar Roselee.

Dyna Jenaya and Why Not Kylie were quick to begin. Myrrdon, Gin Lee's Pride and Nicky Jo were slow to
begin.

Sugar Roselee checked off Moonbeam approaching the first turn, checking Why Not Kyllie, Moonbeam
and Dyna Jenaya. Crackerjack Jim checked off Sugar Roselee approaching the first turn. Gin Lee's Pride
checked off Why Not Kylie approaching the first turn, checking Dyna Jenaya. Crackerjack Jim checked off
Nicky Jo approaching the first turn, checking Crackerjack Jim and Why Not Kylie. Crackerjack Jim and
Dyna Jenaya collided approaching the home turn. Why Not Kylie checked off Myrrdon on the home turn.

A sample was taken from Moonbeam, the winner of the event.

Race 6
P & R FOOD SERVICES (300+ RANK)

5:07 pm
460m

Grade 5

Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 5:07PM.

A pre-race sample was taken from Dazzling Liesel.

Destini Montana was slow to begin.

Cosmic Kilby and Dazzling Liesel collided soon after the start, checking Dazzling Liesel. Strength To Wyn
checked off Noosa Jet soon after the start. Destini Florida checked off Middle Trucker approaching the first
turn. Strength To Wyn, Destini Florida, Middle Trukcer, Dazzling Liesel and Noosa Jet collided on the first
turn, severely checking Dazzling Liesel and Strength To Wyn. Destini Florida checked off Noosa Jet in the
home straight, checking Destini Florida.

Dazzling Liesel was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injury to
the left tensor fascia (triangle) muscle. A 14-day stand down period was imposed.

The Stewards spoke to the Lure Driver about the positioning of the lure to the lead greyhound through the
first turn.

Race 7
MILLERS MUZZLES (300+ RANK)

5:25 pm
460m

Grade 7

Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 5:25PM.

A pre-race sample was taken from Bakali Louis.

Kissable, Lonnie Dream, Limburg Magic and No More Sisco were slow to begin.

Pinnaroo and Dyna Bella collided soon after the start, checking both greyhounds. Dyna Bella checked off
Pinnaroo approaching the home turn. Dyna Bella and Cruising Betty collided on the home turn.

Race 8
THE BECKLEY CEMTRE GEELONG

(300+ RANK)
5:47 pm
460m

Grade 5

Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 5:47PM.

Blackjack Cruise was slow to begin.

Blackjack Cruise and Temujin collided approaching the first turn, checking Temujin. Blackjack Cruise
checked off Cruisy's Lil on the first turn. Renaldo and Scott Dynamism collided on the first turn, checking
Renaldo. Our Mate Wilson checked off Scott Dynamism approaching the home turn. Cruisy's Lil checked
off Cloud Cover approaching the home turn and again entering the home straight. Temujin checked off
Cloud Cover in the home straight.

Race 9
JIMS MOWING - GEELONG (300+

RANK)
6:05 pm
400m

Grade 6

Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 6:05PM.

Daytona Fernando was slow to begin.

Avatar Blaze checked off Monaok soon after the start. Gagey's Snags checked off Monoak approaching the
first turn, checking Gagey's Snags.  Gagey's Snags crossed to the outside on the home turn and checked
off Avatar Blaze as a result.

Race 10
OUTLINE PRINT DESIGN (300+ RANK)

6:23 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Merl's Angel.

Zenstar was quick to begin. Merl's Angel was slow to begin.

Jellybean Jess checked off Merl's Angel soon after the start. Royal Bruno checked off Blazing Lane on the
first turn, checking Royal Bruno. Blazing Lane checked off Jellybean Jess on the first turn, checking Blazing
Lane. Merl's Angel and Spring Kitty collided on the home turn and again entering the home straight.

Race 11 Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 6:40PM.



BINGO @ BECKLEY EVERY THURS
(300+ RANK)

6:40 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Boof's Banjo.

Ray's Wish and Boof's Banjo were slow to begin.

Jimmy's Angel checked off Loroupe on the first turn, severely checking Jimmy's Angel and Boof's Banjo.
Loroupe checked off Boof's Banjo approaching the home turn. Ray's Wish and Voodoo Hustler collided on
the home turn, checking both greyhounds. Bloke's Advice faded over the concluding stages of the event.

Bloke's Advice was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained no apparent
injury.

Race 12
TAB MULTIPLIER (300+ RANK)

6:55 pm
400m

Grade 5

Due to the earlier delay for weather, the race start time was amended to commence at 6:55PM.

Dum Didee Dum and Blue Afro were quick to begin. Aruma Girl and Scott Cosmic were slow to begin.

Jesterday, Aruma Girl and Scott Cosmic collided soon after the start, checking Aruma Girl. Nitro Heroine
checked off the heels of Blue Afro on the first turn, checking Scott Cosmic. Aruma Girl checked off Nitro
Heroine on the first turn. Jesterday crossed to the inside rail approaching the home turn. Tron's Empire
checked off Jesterday approaching the home turn and collided with Aruma Girl. Scott Cosmic checked off
the heels of Cavalry Rose on the home turn and raced wide as a result.




